
GREATER KAWEAH
GROUNDWATER

SUSTAINABILITY

AGENCY TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

June 4, 2019

MEETING MINUTES

At approximately 1: 30 pm on June 4,  2019,  at the office of the Kaweah Delta Water
Conservation District (" District"), Dennis Mills, Chair of the Technical Advisory Committee,
called to order a meeting of the Committee Members.

Members Dennis Mills— Chair Larry Dotson— Vice-chair
Present:     Dennis Keller Aaron Bock

Michael Hurley

Members Richard Schafer

Absent:

PUBLIC COMMENT

Chairman Dennis Mills opened the meeting for public comment. No public comment was
received.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

General Manager Eric Osterling made the following announcements:
Rodney Fricke will be GKGSA' s new GSP project manager with Michelle Ricker
shifting her focus to writing chapters.
Laura Toomey, an engineering undergrad student at San Jose State, has been hired for the
summer to help canvass and map active wells in the GKGSA
Technical matters are beginning to conclude and it is expected that from here on the other
two committees and the Board will be relied upon more than the TAC for setting policy
and to wrap up the Public Review Draft GSP.

MINUTES:

Chair Dennis Mills presented the Technical Advisory Committee meeting minutes of April 26,
2019. Dennis Keller presented a copy of the minutes which included several minor typo
corrections and asked that the minutes be approved with those edits. A motion was made by
Dennis Keller, seconded by Aaron Bock, and the corrected minutes were unanimously approved.

UPDATE ON SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT:

General Manager Eric Osterling recapped recent progress by the three committees to define the
Sustainable Management Criteria ( SMC). Dennis Keller commented that a number of wells in

the East Kaweah GSA might be impacted by what' s currently being considered by GKGSA as a
possible Minimum Threshold (MT) for groundwater elevations. He suggested the consultant

work through modeling the impacts and then come back to the three committees to consider
something more concrete. Chair Mills agreed that the approach doesn' t affect the west half of the
basin, but may impact the eastern half. He also expressed concern that there appears to be a lack
of recognition of multiple aquifers, and that we really need to be thinking about setting SMCs for
each aquifer. Dennis Keller argued that doing it that way would present a pretty big challenge.
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Chair Mills replied that the advice Kings County Water District (KCWD) has been getting in the
Tulare Lake Subbasin effort is to set SMCs per aquifer. Chris Petersen with GEI explained that

GEI tried that approach, but there simply was not enough screened well information and that the
initial GSP will need to identify that as a data gap. Chair Mills responded that he hasn' t seen that
addressed in the monitoring network chapter and that it needs to be in there. Mr. Petersen agreed
and added that these chapters need to start reconciling with one another( Monitoring and SMCs
for example). Dennis Keller concluded the discussion on groundwater levels by commenting that
we really can' t project something off of something we don' t have, to which the committee
agreed.

The committee then moved on to Groundwater Quality. General Manager Osterling stated that
some discussions are going on with Mid-Kaweah to possibly coordinate on the establishment of
MTs and MOs for groundwater quality. Chair Mills provided examples of specific contaminants
in his district, where they' re located and why no correlation to groundwater elevations can be
made. Some examples are property specific, like plumes. He added that how you set a threshold
is going to be hard and that it could possibly be handled like a monitoring plan as new projects
are coming online. If rural domestic well sampling data becomes publicly available( which Chair
Mills said he' s hearing is coming), then he feels we should leverage that monitoring since we
don' t currently have that level of detail. MTs are a point of avoidance, but not sure where any of
these quality related MTs should be set if set at all. One suggestion Chair Mills said he would
have, is given our data gaps, discuss with DWR that if we' re seeing things change, then what
would or could we really do about it? Dennis Keller commented on the use of MCLs as a starting
point for monitoring. Chair Mills questioned whether you would use first encountered quality or
zone of production? Mr. Keller asked if the GSA could provide DWR with a coordinated latch of

some sort with ILRP and related programs. He added, if we all have the same data gap, why
don' t we go in with them on data gap filling? The committee agreed with that approach. General
Manager Osterling explained the Monitoring Collaborative MOA between discharger coalitions
and agencies and pointed to that effort as a possible opportunity. Public comment was received
from Amanda Monaco that what she has been polling from a lot of GSA meetings she' s attended
is that just data sharing and monitoring don' t accomplish the goals. She suggested dividing out
the MCL exceedance areas, and then setting a 75% exceedance level where GSA management
activities are determined to be the cause of degradation. A committee member commented that

one complication is that some MCLs are just detect or non-detect. Public water systems have to

start taking action at 80% MCL so Leadership Council for Justice and Accountability feels 75%
would be a detect. Chris Petersen responded that the challenge is that for most of the MCLs

there' s not enough data to determine cause and effect( i. e. this land use, this pumping pattern,
etc. is causing the degradation). What GEI is suggesting is to take an approach of do no harm for
contaminant plumes and impacts of implementing certain projects and management actions.
Public comment was received asking if the committee is suggesting no minimum threshold be set
until 5- 10 years down the road when enough data is available. Chair Mills responded, that stated

differently, the committee is suggesting coordination of monitoring and to track issues tied to
projects and management actions. Public comment was received from Joe Cardoza. Public

comment was received from Liesbet Olaerts asking if a constituent of concern is not monitored
by another program, what' s the approach, and her second question is what is the approach to
mitigation of wells that go dry? Dennis Keller responded to her first question stating that
domestic wells are already covered because testing for all regulated and proposed regulated
standards is already going on. For the ag community, it' s individual grower to grower and for
recharge it' s monitored for impacts specific to the project. Chair Mills added that the GSA will
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be leveraging all publicly available datasets— anything that' s regulated and publicly reported. He
suggested bringing this topic back to the TAC if and when GEI has a new recommendation.
Public comment was received from Aaron Fukuda that what could be considered is using an
average pumpage and average use to establish what the beneficial use is in an area to manage for.

He said that personally, he chose to live by the community of Hardwick where there was a
known groundwater quality issue. He quoted the cost of the system he uses for treatment and the
cost to maintain it. Dennis Keller commented that the GSA should also be looking at agriculture
groundwater quality— Boron for example. Public comment was received from Johnny Gaily
supporting Mr. Keller' s comment.

Chair Mills moved the discussion on to the topic of Subsidence. He remarked that he feels this is

more of a monitoring effort than a setting of a MT activity since we don' t know where the
pumping is occurring, or at what zone or zones— again, a cause and effect issue. Some
discussion ensued about extensometers, status of well completion reports and why so many of
them just aren' t available. Chair Mills stated that he feels the goal is to prevent deepening of
wells to levels that dewater the vulnerable zones. Dennis Keller replied that wells are designed to

pump from these zones. Rodney Fricke, GEI, replied that sometimes the operation of the well
can make the difference. Public comment was received from Gene Kilgore. Some discussion

ensued regarding what is and/or should be considered critical infrastructure the GSA should be
protective of. Further discussion ensued about monitoring for storage change as a proxy versus
monitoring surface deformation using satellite and survey data. The comment was made that
subsidence always trails pumping and by as much as a decade or more, which is a challenge in
light of requirements under SGMA.

The committee recommended that GEI show if there is a correlation between storage change and

subsidence rate to establish a rate of change. Rodney Fricke said he would know when he could
have that analysis completed by the end of the week so the next TAC meeting can be scheduled.
Public comment was received from Joe Cardoza that regional subsidence isn' t really an issue,
and that subsidence is basically a cost of doing business for growers with wells buckling. Public
comment was received that East Kaweah GSA is considering the Friant Kern Canal to be the
only critical infrastructure needing protection and are using a rate of deformation per year as the
MT.

UPDATE ON DRAFT GSP MONITORING NETWORK CHAPTER:

General Manager Osterling provided the committee with a brief update on the status of the Draft
GSP Monitoring Network Chapter and Subbasin Basin Setting Report. He thanked the
committee for their comments and reported that GEI has completed incorporating them into what
will become part of the Public Review Draft GSP.

UPDATE ON PROJECTS AND MANAGEMENT ACTIONS DEVELOPMENT:

General Manager Osterling presented slides on the development of projects and management
actions, and how they were being used to complete future scenario model runs. Results of the
model runs will be presented at the next TAC meeting.
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TECHNICAL SERVICES UPDATE:

General Manager Osterling and Rodney Fricke provided the committee with a brief update on
GSP chapters development milestones and progress.

GKGSA MEETINGS REPORT:

Due to time constraints, this item was not covered by the TAC.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS AND MEETING DATE(S):

The next meeting of the TAC was scheduled for July 2, 2019 at 1: 30p.m. at Kaweah Delta Water
Conservation District. Special meetings are possible in order to continue the SMCs development

discussion.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dennis Mills, Committee Chair
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